ATTACK ON THE MEDICAL FRONT

In a recent news release it was announced that two new clinical services have been added to the already crowded program of the Institute's Medical Department. The new services, both of which are provided for the benefit of all Technology students, and will deal with minor psychiatric and dental cases. As was further revealed, these new services will be supervised by experienced, practicing physicians, thereby partially insuring the success of the remainder.

Once again our Infirmary looks to the future, and once more modern medical development promise a great deal in the efficient use of the entire student body. It seems appropriate that in an atmosphere of progress and research along engineering lines our medical facilities should show continual improvement. However, as most of us know from experience, during periods of great concentration on the activities, our health is the last item to be considered. But doesn't it seem reasonable that we might live our lives to the fullest advantage all of our health were given first consideration?

With the Infirmary bringing the latest advancements to our very door, I say, let us not be so foolish as to neglect the facilities which are given to us. Let no excuse for dodging the issue of good health, both physically and mentally. If we were only able to take stock of our stocks, and follow the advice of our competent medical staff, there would be no one who would not give heartfelt thanks for the provision of the Medical Department.

THE SPEAKERS READ

Orchids From T.C.A.

September 30, 1941

The editor, 1941, at the annual meeting of the Society of Orchidologists, was generous with the orchids that were given to us. I am not sure whether or not they are good old days, but I am sure that they are. Would they give Walker a fair trial? Did they give the student staff a chance to gain the seats, legs, or the management an opportunity to iron all the last minute kinks in the system? Not.

We're glad to say now that even in three days Walker has shown up those chronic complainers by greatly improving the service. Of course谓 we're glad to say now that even in three days Walker has shown up those chronic complainers by greatly improving the service. Of course, the service never was quite as good as it could have been.